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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed HDR imaging system. In hardware a binary optical mask is placed near the image sensor to achieve
spatially varying exposures (top left). In reconstruction we first devise a casual one-time calibration network to accurately estimate the mask
(bottom left), and then input the raw noisy color filter array (CFA) image and estimated mask to our HDR reconstruction network to obtain
the final HDR image. The HDR-VDP-2 visibility probability maps for our result (right-top), blue indicates unperceivable differences, which
means that our system can recover a high quality HDR image from a single raw LDR image.
Abstract
High Dynamic Range (HDR) image acquisition from a single image capture, also known as snapshot HDR imaging, is challenging because the bit depths of camera sensors are far from sufficient to cover the full dynamic range of the scene. Existing
HDR techniques focus either on algorithmic reconstruction or hardware modification to extend the dynamic range. In this paper
we propose a joint design for snapshot HDR imaging by devising a spatially-varying modulation mask in the hardware as well
as building an inception network to reconstruct the HDR image. We achieve a reconfigurable HDR camera design that does
not require custom sensors, and instead can be reconfigured between HDR and conventional mode with very simple calibration
steps. We demonstrate that the proposed hardware-software solution offers a flexible yet robust way to modulating per-pixel
exposures, and the network requires little knowledge of the hardware to faithfully reconstruct the HDR image. Comparison
results show that our method outperforms state of the art in terms of visual perception quality.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Computational photography;

1. Introduction
The human visual system can sense up to 20 F-stops of luminance
contrast with minimal eye adaption [BADC17]. Modern image sensor technology is incapable of matching this performance and rec 2019 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings c 2019 The Eurographics Association.

producing the full dynamic range of natural scenes within a single
exposure. The challenge of single shot (or snapshot) High Dynamic
Range (HDR) imaging arises from the tremendous gap between
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the huge intensity range in natural scenes and the very limited bit
depths that modern camera sensors can offer.
To overcome this limitation, many computational imaging techniques have been developed via co-designing the sensor architechture and post-processing algorithms for HDR image acquisition [RHD∗ 10]. These methods can be categorized into three distinct approaches. The most common way is to capture a sequence
of low dynamic range (LDR) images with different exposures and
fuse them into an HDR image [DM97, MPMP95]. Modern cameras and mobile devices can easily afford successive image capture, making this method capable of producing decent HDR images for static scenes. However, when either the scene is dynamic
or the camera shakes during capture, the resulting images can suffer from ghosting artifacts. The second approach is to utilize multiple sensors to simultaneously capture differently exposed LDR
images by, for example, splitting the light to multiple sensors with
a beam-splitter [MMP∗ 07, TKTS11, KGBU13]. This sophisticated
approach is expensive and needs additional rigorous calibration.
The third approach is to capture a single LDR image with a perpixel or per-scanline coded exposure. Reconstruction algorithms
are applied later to create HDR images [NM00, NB03, SHG∗ 16].
This type of computational camera can be achieved by using a perpixel coded exposures in the sensor architecture [KKM14] or by
mounting an optical mask onto an off-the-shelf camera sensor.
In this work, we propose a computational imaging solution to
single shot HDR imaging by minimal modifications of the camera
to implement per-pixel exposure, as well as a deep learning algorithm based on the inception network to reconstruct HDR images,
as shown in Figure 1. Specifically we explore a variant of the spatially modulated HDR camera design that does not require a custom sensor, and can be incorporated into any existing camera, be it
a smartphone, a machine vision camera, or a digital SLR. We envision in particular a scenario where the camera can be reconfigured
on the fly into an HDR mode with the introduction of an optical
element into the optical stack of the camera. To realize these desired properties, we propose a mask that is not attached directly
to the surface of the image sensor as in the case of Assorted Pixels [NM00,NB03], but is instead placed at a small standoff distance
in front of the sensor. To support dynamic hardware reconfiguration, we explore rapid calibration of the mask, as well as snapshot
HDR image reconstruction.
The main technical contributions of the paper are (1) an easyto-implement modulation method that requires minimum hardware
modification and a simple self-calibration technique; (2) a new
HDR reconstruction algorithm built upon inception network that
decodes decent HDR images from the raw Bayer data. We demonstrate both in simulation and by a prototype that the combination
of hardware encoding and software decoding leads to a simple yet
efficient HDR image acquisition system.
2. Related Work
2.1. Inverse Tone Mapping
An HDR image can be created from an LDR image by an Inverse Tone Mapping Operator (iTMO), which can be achieved by
approximately inverting the tone mapping algorithms [RSSF02,

BLD∗ 07, BLDC08]. To enhance the LDR image brightness light
source density estimation is used to generate an expand map. Rempel et al. [RTS∗ 07] proposes an online iTMO for video streams that
can be integrated directly into HDR displays. They start by contrast
stretching of the input image, and then enhancing the brightness in
the saturated regions by blurring the image with a Gaussian kernel while preserving strong edges using edge stopping functions.
Kovaleski et al. [KO14] speed up this method by applying a faster
edge preserving filter. Others [HYB13, HYDB14, MSG17] achieve
iTMO by employing more heuristics in the process. Because iTMO
in general is an ill-posed problem, existing methods are not able to
properly compensate missing information due to overexposure, underexposure and quantization, especially in large saturated regions.

2.2. Coded Exposure
Another category of HDR image acquisition is to encode perpixel exposures. Nayar et al. [NM00, NN02] initialize the idea of
per-pixel exposures by assigning different (but fixed) exposures
to neighboring pixels on the sensor. This can be done by placing
an optical mask with spatially varying transmittance in the optical path, or by a spatial light modulator to control the exposure of
each pixel over space and time [NB03]. In HDR reconstruction,
Nayar and Mitsunaga [NM00] apply aggregation and interpolation
algorithms to reconstruct HDR from simulated coded LDR using a
fixed four-exposure mask. The mask results in aliasing artifacts and
spatial resolution loss in the reconstruction. To overcome the aliasing problem, Schöberl et al. [SBS∗ 12] introduce a binary random
mask instead of a fixed one, and a frequency selective extrapolation
iterative algorithm in reconstruction. Aguerrebere et al. [AAG∗ 14]
propose an iterative patch-based algorithm for jointly denoising and
interpolation, but artifacts arise in very high dynamic range scenes.
Serrano et al. [SHG∗ 16] recently present a global iterative solution using convolutional sparse coding (CSC) to reconstruct HDR
images from a coded LDR image to show superior performance.

2.3. HDR with Deep Learning
The past few years have seen the rapid development of deep learning methods applied in HDR image reconstruction. Such methods either learn to blend several LDR images optimally, or directly estimate HDR from a single LDR image. Frame merging
methods learn, through a CNN, how to blend LDR images with
different exposures into a single HDR; these methods are specially useful under dynamic scene conditions. Kalantari and Ramamoorthi [KR17] propose a blending deep learning algorithm,
where the input images are first aligned using optical flow. In contrast, Wu et al. [WXTT18] present an encoder-decoder network
that learns image alignment as well as blending. More recently
deep learning has boosted interest on iTMO algorithms. Endo et
al. [EKM17] take a single LDR image, and learn to create a series
of up-exposed and under-exposed images, by learning 2 encoderdecoder networks. Similar work is proposed by [LAK18a]. The
main drawback of these methods is the requirement of further networks for every image generated. This problem is addressed by Lee
et al. [LAK18b], where the authors train two Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), each of which generates new images with a
c 2019 The Author(s)
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relative exposure (either lower or higher) to the input image. Eilertsen et al. [EKD∗ 17] present an encoder decoder network to directly
reconstruct an HDR image from a single LDR image. The authors
assume the input to have small amounts of saturated areas. Like
other iTMO methods, this work is not able to properly compensate
missing information due to saturation, under exposure and quantization, and should be understood as detail “hallucination” instead
of reconstruction for input images with large saturated regions.

3.2. Coded Mask

3. Methodology

Similar ideas of inserting a mask in the optical path have been expored in the light field literature [VRA∗ 07]. The optical mask is essentially a modulation in the 4D ray space, and the captured image
is then an intensity image of the modulated rays integrated over the
angular dimensions. With significant depth variations in the scene,
the modulation would vary with distances. In our case, as well as
in similar mask based works [NM00, SBS∗ 12, AAG∗ 14, SHG∗ 16],
the depth of field is assumed to be small, so the modulation is constant and becomes an element-wise product with a flat image. In
practical implementations as shown later, the distance between the
optical mask and the sensor is typically 1-2 mm, while the amount
of defocus is usually in the range of micrometers. Therefore, this
effect is negligible.

3.1. Problem Definition
In our HDR system, we propose to place an optical mask into the
optical path in close proximity to the image sensor. The propagation
of light from the mask to the sensor leads to a grayscale modulation
pattern on the captured image. In a color camera, a Bayer Color Filter Array (CFA) samples the radiance into three color channels. The
camera sensor then converts the photons impinging on the image
plane over a specific exposure time into electrons, and quantizes
the voltage values into digital numbers (DNs). This process can be
expressed as
y = g ( f (BΦx∆t)) ,

(1)

y ∈ RM is the captured raw LDR image with a total of M pixels
, x ∈ RM is the irradiance on the sensor , Φ ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix for the per-pixel spatially-varying modulation mask,
B ∈ RM×M is a diagonal matrix that represents the Bayer filter,
and ∆t is the exposure time. f is a nonlinear function that includes the camera response and quantization. g is a noise function
that accounts for different noise types in modern CCD and CMOS
sensors, including photon shot noise, dark current, fixed pattern
noise, quantisation noise and other nonlinearities [KW14]. Note
that different from the image formation model in Serrano et al.’s
work [SHG∗ 16], we employ a more realistic noise model than the
simple additive Gaussian noise. This model is more suitable when
the scene spans a wide dynamic range.
The goal of our method is to invert the image formation in Eq. (1)
from a coded LDR image to recover the HDR information in the
scene. To solve the inverse problem, we devise a deep learning
mechanism based on the inception network. We reconstruct decent
HDR images in a 2-step process. First we calibrate our system once
by directly estimating the mask Φ from a series of casually captured
images. We then feed both the mask and coded LDR image to our
deep network. The network jointly performs denoising, demosaicking, and HDR reconstruction, and outputs the final HDR result.
With the help of the modulation mask, the dynamic range can be
improved compared with the conventional LDR camera. As indicated in [NM00,SHG∗ 16], the dynamic range of a digital camera is
20 log (Imax /Imin ), where Imax and Imin are the maximum and minimum DNs respectively. Suppose the maximum and minimum transmittance of the mask in Φ are emax and emin , the dynamic range is
consequently expressed as 20 log ((Imax · emax ) / (Imin · emin )). For a
typical 8-bit sensor, Imax = 255 and Imin = 1, so the dynamic range
is 48dB. If the transmittance is quantized such that emax = 64emin ,
the dynamic range becomes 84dB, which is a significant improvement.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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For easy implementation of a grayscale mask, we choose to place a
random binary optical mask at a short distance (typically 1-2mm)
in front of the sensor. Note that we don’t optimize the distance, but
just mount our mask on the cover glass that is usually present in
front of the sensor. Light propagation from the mask to the sensor
results in a blurred version of the binary mask. The actual statistics
depends on both the mask and propagation distance.

Prior works have explored a host of different fixed mask
types, e.g. fixed four-exposure, non-regular, Gaussian, uniform,
etc. [NM00, SBS∗ 12, AAG∗ 14, SHG∗ 16] for spatially-varying exposure. Therefore, we first investigate the effects of different types
of masks. Considering the mask setup in our configuration, we investigate four types of mask statistics: binary, continuous uniform,
high frequency (HF) Gaussian and low frequency (LF) Gaussian,
which correspond to the distances from close to far away from the
sensor respectively. In Figure 2 we show the effects of these masks
on reconstruction results.
With a binary mask, if the value of emin is small, the captured
LDR image suffers from noise in under-exposed areas. In the very
left column, we show an example mask, which has emax /emin = 8.
Little information could be retrieved particularly in the saturated regions. With a HF Gaussian mask, we have more information modulated. The mask throughput can also be higher than the binary
mask. The reconstruction is better as well. However, there might
be relatively large overexposed or underexposed areas where little HDR information can be retrieved. For the continuous uniform
mask we can have both a good throughput and high dynamic range
extension if we set, e.g. emax /emin = 64. We can guarantee that
each pixel is surrounded by a variety of different exposures, which
minimizes the probability of having large areas of over-exposure
or under-exposure. So it is preferable to use such a mask. Compared with conventional masks with fixed numbers of exposures
(e.g. four-exposure in [NM00]), it is also more practical to mount a
uniform mask, because a slight misalignment would lead to a significant deviation for the four-exposure mask, but negligible change
for the uniform mask. A LF Gaussian mask is applicable in cases
where the distance between the mask and the sensor plane is relatively large and is not controllable by the users. The performance
may drop compared with the other masks, but considerate gain in
dynamic range can be still be achieved.
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Figure 2: Coded exposure mask comparison. The uniform mask
performs better than the rest in terms of visual perception. HDRVDP-2 [MKRH11] estimates the visual difference between the reconstructed HDR and the ground truth. Smaller values indicate
higher reconstruction quality.

3.3. HDR Reconstruction
Throughout our work, we take a modified inception block by removing pooling layers as suggested by Kim et al. [KHC17b] as the
building block of our networks as shown in Figure 3. This modified block is able to extract the scale invariant features by using
multi-size kernels. The utilization of 1 × 1 convolution leads to
less number of parameters than other general CNNs with the same
depth. This block has been successfully applied in different image
restoration and labeling tasks like compression artifacts reduction,
semantic segmentation and skin detection [KHC17a, KHC17b].
We now present our HDR pipeline and details of the calibration
and HDR reconstruction networks as follows.
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3.3.1. Calibration
Since one can design the optical mask, a natural way is to do a
rigorous calibration in the laboratory for later HDR reconstruction.
However, we opt not to include such a calibration step in our system
because such a process is quite tedious and sensible to environmental changes. If the mask is detached and mounted again, another rigorous calibration has to be repeated. To avoid such problems, we instead propose a deep learning approach for casual self-calibration.
Our deep network just takes a few coded images of arbitrary natural scenes and outputs an accurate estimate of the mask. As with
our training process, we simulate coded HDR images used for calibration, using the camera models detailed in section 3.4. Refer to
section 2 in the Supplementary Material for detailed calibratrion
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Figure 3: Modified inception block. The number of filters is indicated in each convolution layer in our implementation.

Given N raw CFA coded exposure images with size of H ×W ×
3N (3 channels for each CFA coded image), our network outputs
an estimate of the mask Φ̂ of size H × W × 1 as well as the demosaicked green channels Ĝ of size H × W × N. Here we include
also the demosaicked green channel of the images to guide the calibration network to converge to better results. This is because cameras usually have higher responses on their green channel and thus
making it a great candidate as a regularizer for our network to learn
the mask. We found that adding such a regularization speeds up
our network convergence and improves the mask estimation accuracy significantly.Our network consists of 2 convolutional layers
followed by 8 inception blocks and followed by a convolutional
layer, the network pipeline is shown in fig. 1 in the supplementary.
We jointly minimize the `2 -loss of both Φ̂ and Ĝ defined in
Eq.(2). We add a regularizing parameter µ to control the effect of
our green channel demosaicking. Since we simulate the calibration
images, both Φ and G are available for supervision.

1
` Φ, Φ̂, G, Ĝ =
WH

H W

∑∑

Φ(i, j) − Φ̂(i, j)

2

(2)

j=1 i=1
2

+ µ G(i, j) − Ĝ(i, j) .
During the training phase we found that larger N produce a lower
loss, however require a longer training time for the same number of
epochs due to the higher number of network parameters and increased memory usage. We chose N=15, as it results in a low calibration error. Also we found during the training phase that fixing
the exposure time for most of the images as a baseline such that
most of the images are properly exposed (the number of saturated
and under-exposed pixels are minimized). While 3 or 4 of which
are randomly chosen to have 1 or 2 stops more exposure, produced
a lower training loss specifically for the regions with low values in
the mask. Please refer to the supplementary material for more information about the network architecture, required number of images,
testing scenarios and results.
3.3.2. HDR Reconstruction Network
We use the calibrated mask and the raw LDR image as inputs to
our HDR reconstruction network to generate the final HDR image.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: Our HDR reconstruction network consists of 2 convolutional layers followed by 6 inception blocks and 1 output layer.

The pipeline is shown in Figure 4. The goal of the network is to
demosaick, denoise, and linearize the LDR image, as well as to
recover information lost in the quantization process. Our network
consists of two inputs, two convolution layers, followed by six inception modules, and one convolutional output layer. We follow the
method proposed in [EKD∗ 17] and estimate the logarithm of HDR
values instead of linear ones; high luminance linear HDR values
will bias the loss function and cause deterioration in low luminance
estimates.
We want here to give more attention to the loss layer of the deep
network, instead of using the default `2 norm option. The `2 norm
has many appealing characteristics, for example, it is a convex and
differentiable function which is useful optimization criteria, and it
is the maximum likelihood estimator for independent and identically distributed Gaussian noise. It is, however, generally admitted
that `2 and, as a result, the PSNR, do not align well with human
image perception [ZZMZ12], `2 does not detect the sophisticated
features of the human visual system.
Recently, several works show how internal activations of deep
convolutional networks, trained on classical image classification
problems, are remarkably effective as a feature space for a significantly more extensive range of tasks. For instance, features from
the VGG network [SZ14] were used for image regression problems such as [JAFF16, DB16, CK17, GEB16, JAFF16]. Such image
restoration solutions used the quantified distance in the VGG representation space as a perceptual loss [DB16, JAFF16]. We present a
similar approach here. Specifically, given a network V (e.g. VGG),
we compute the loss between each learned image x̂ and its corresponding ground truth x as follows. First, we utilize V as a feature
extractor, by selecting the output of N layers. Finally, we define our
new loss as in Eq.(3), where x is the logarithm of the ground truth
HDR image, x̂ is the output of the last layer of our HDR reconi
i
i
struction network , xi and x̂i ∈ RH ×W ×C are outputs from the i-th
layer of network V .
i=N

LV GG (x, x̂) =

1

∑ H i ×W i ×Ci ωi

i=1

xi − x̂i

1

,

where L1 (x, x̂) is the `1 norm, and λ is a trade-off coefficient.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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To train our pipeline, we combine HDR images from several datasets: DML-HDR [BDAPN14], HDR Photographic Survey [Fai07], Funt-HDR [FS10], Natural Scenes HDR [XDCW02],
LiU HDRv [KGBU13], sIBL Archive [Con12]. In total, we have
1170 HDR images, with their LDR counterparts. We refer to this
dataset as HDR Core. Images in HDR Core are not coded with our
mask, thus, we also propose a method to integrate a coded pattern to
LDR images in order to obtain a coded HDR image. Additionally,
we pre-train our network with synthesized HDR data from MIT
Places dataset [ZLX∗ 14], and 19K HD 16 bit images collected from
200 HD YouTube videos, where we select a frame every 5 seconds.
Refer to Supplementary Material for more details about training.
To construct a more realistic simulation for the coded raw image, we collected parameters of 67 different Sony CMOS and CCD
cameras. Specifically we looked for sensor type (CMOS/CCD),
pixel size, quantum efficiency of each channel, bit depth, full well
capacity and dark noise. To synthesize a coded raw image we randomly select one set of camera parameters to set the corresponding
simulation parameters, then modulate the HDR image (or simulated HDR) with a random coded optical mask. Next, the input is
transformed, in sequence, into the number of photons, the number
of electrons, voltages, and lastly to a digital signal using the method
proposed in [KW14].
We train our reconstruction network on three stages, one for each
of our datasets. We provide full training details of each stage in
the Supplementary Material. We use Keras API on top of TensorFlow [C∗ 15]. For learning we use the ADAM optimizer [KB14].
We pre-train on synthesized samples of the places dataset for 3M
back-propagation steps, then we fine-tune on synthesized images
from YouTube HD dataset for another 2M back-propagation steps.
Finally we fine-tune on HDR-Core dataset for 2.5M steps of backpropagation, with a mini-batch size of 4, taking about 6 days on two
GeForce GTX 1080 GPUs. To reconstruct an HDR image from a
1000 × 1500 raw LDR image, it takes 438ms on one same GPU.

(3)

where ωi is used for weighting the contribution of features extracted from layer i to the loss function. Our final loss function can
be defined as
LHDR (x, x̂) = λL1 (x, x̂) + (1 − λ) LV GG (x, x̂) ,

3.4. Training

(4)

4. Results
We present the performance of the proposed method with both simulation and experimental results in this section. We compare our results with existing algorithms in terms of the perceptual visual metric HDR-VDP-2 [MKRH11]. A prototype has been built to demonstrate the capabilities of our method with real world images.
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4.1. Simulation Results
To demonstrate the overall performance, we compare the performance of our network in the test image set with eight iTMO
algorithms [AFR∗ 07, HYB13, HYDB14, KTC12, KO14, MSG17,
EKD∗ 17] as well as two representative coded exposure techniques [NM00, SHG∗ 16]. We report HDR-VDP-2 [MKRH11] as
an evaluation metric. Rather than mathematical differences, HDRVDP-2 (version 2.2.1) computes the visual difference based on human perception, which is more appropriate for HDR images. For all
the algorithms we calculate the average Qscore of the HDR-VDP-2
results as follows,
!
1 F O
1 I 2
Q=
∑ w f log I ∑ D [ f , o] (i) + ε , (5)
F · O f∑
i=1
=1 o=1
where i is the pixel index, D is the noise-normalized difference
between the f -th spatial frequency and the o-th orientation of the
steerable pyramid for both reference and test images, w f is the vector of per-band pooling weights, which is determined by maximizing correlations with subjective opinion scores. I, F and O are the
total numbers of pixels,frequencies and orientations respectively, ε
is a small constant to avoid singularities when D is close to 0. The
results are in Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison of average HDR-VDP2 Qscore.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Method
Akyuz et al. [AFR∗ 07]
Huo et al. [HYB13]
Huo et al. [HYDB14]
Kovaleski et al. [KO14]
Kuo et al. [KTC12]
Landis et al. [Lan02]
Masia et al. [MSG17]
Eilertsen et al. [EKD∗ 17]
Nayar et al. [NM00]
Serrano et al. [SHG∗ 16]
Ours

Qscore
33.49 ± 12.11
20.84 ± 7.26
32.13 ± 10.01
32.16 ± 8.42
30.28 ± 6.84
20.15 ± 3.99
32.71 ± 10.65
41.17 ± 13.29
43.54 ± 11.08
35.46 ± 15.24
50.17 ± 12.42

Figure 5 shows 2 arbitrary examples of the HDR reconstructed
results along with the HDR-VDP2 visual differences between our
reconstruction method and the ground-truth HDR images. Clearly
our method can successfully construct a reliable HDR image. The
inset images show the details in both the reconstructed images and
ground-truth images. log2 (luminance) shows the large dynamic
range that our method can retrieve. As the results show, our algorithm outperforms the existing methods. In addition, Figure 6
shows 3 examples of the HDR-VDP-2 results for 8 iTMO methods compared with ours. Because of the extra information from the
mask, our results outperform others both visually and qualitatively.
Our mask-based approach aims to reconstruct the real scene being
imaged. Conversely, all other methods are actually hallucinating
missing details in large saturated areas.
One main challenge for our approach is scenes with a very large
dynamic range see the example in fig. 7 where the dynamic range
of the scene is more than 30 stop, when we have either large saturated or under-exposed regions where no information captured by

the camera our network start to hallucinate the missing information zoom-in inside the fire region of our reconstruction to see this
effect.
4.2. Experimental Results
We build a prototype HDR camera based on the proposed spatiallyvarying exposure strategy. We attach a binary optical mask onto a
Point Grey GS3-U3-14S5C-C color camera. The mask is designed
with random uniform distribution of either 0 or 1, and fabricated on
a fused silica wafer by depositing a textured thin Chromium (Cr)
film on one face. The feature size of the mask element is 12.9µm,
which is twice the size of the camera pixel. We place the mask onto
the protective glass of the sensor, with the mask surface facing the
sensor plane. This results in a distance of approximately 1.8mm
between the mask and the sensor, which introduces the required
per-pixel exposure modulation for the encoded LDR image. In all
the results shown below, we use a 50mm Canon lens EF50mm f/1.8
II operating at F8 to capture the coded LDR images.
5. Conclusion
Due to the tremendous gap between limited camera bit depths and
broad dynamic range in real world, high quality HDR image acquisition from a single shot requires taking into account both perpixel exposure modulation and robust image reconstruction. We
have presented a joint design strategy that adds a spatially-varying
modulation mask onto the camera sensor and a corresponding algorithm based on inception network to faithfully reconstruct high
quality HDR images. The advantage of the proposed method is
that only a minimum modification to the camera is required. For
any camera sensor that is accessible, a binary mask works as an
easy-to-mount add-on element. Rigorous laboratory calibration is
removed from the pipeline. Instead, a casual self-calibration process that takes a series of arbitrary natural images with different
exposures as inputs to our proposed calibration network to learn
the encoding mask. Our HDR reconstruction network subsequently
outputs high quality HDR images from the encoded LDR image
and the learned mask. The visual perception quality of the results
has been demonstrated to outperform state-of-the-art methods.
However, there are some limitations in the current work. First,
our method does not yet allow for arbitrary encoding mask. The
statistics of the mask does have a major impact on the final reconstruction quality. When a low spatial frequency mask is used, large
blobs (either bright or dark) could degrade the performance of the
result. An optimized mask will be studied in the future. Second, although simplified, the calibration step is still present in the pipeline.
A network that can learn both the mask and the decoded HDR image from a single encoded LDR image will be carried out in future
work to completely eliminate the calibration step.
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our method can achieve more than 16 stops in dynamic range.
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Figure 6: Simulation HDR reconstruction comparison with conventional iTMO algorithm using HDR-VDP-2. Note how our approach reconstructs real scene information. Conversely, iTMO algorithms are “inventing” information in saturated and underexposed regions instead
of reconstructing what was actually there. Smaller HDR-VDP-2 [MKRH11] values indicate higher reconstruction quality.
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Figure 7: An example of challenging simulated scene with a very large dynamic range (over 30 stops) zoom in for better view. Left: demosaicked LDR image for illustration purpose note the complete saturation in the fire region, Middle: tone-mapped HDR images for our results
note the artifact in the saturated region. right: tone-mapped ground truth HDR image.
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Figure 8: Experimental results with our prototype. Left are raw Bayer images from the camera. The reconstructed HDR images (tonemapped) are shown with zoom-in details for both low and high exposures indicating the dynamic range. Right are the log2 (luminance) maps
showing the stop scales.
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